
The tool we present is:

BUSINESS AUTOMATION



AppooBOT It is an advanced virtual

avatar developed by Cocoon Web Tech

Srl, based on an open-source AI model.

Its main feature is the ability to be trained

with specific company data in order to

provide relevant answers and act as a

true corporate assistant.



The main goal of AppooBOT is to simplify

interactions between the company and its

customers or website visitors.

Thanks to its AI, AppooBOT can answer

common or specific questions regarding

the company, its products or services,

sales policies, opening hours, and much

more.



It could provides assistance in product

selection or resolve basic issues.

Its ability for personalized training allows

customs responses based on the specific

needs of the company, offering a tailored

solution for customer inquiries.



Another distinctive feature of AppooBOT is its

integration with thousands of apps through a

major partner that manages APIs, an online

automation platform that connects various apps

and services.

This integration allows linking the details of

conversations that occurred with AppooBOT to

over 50,000 different apps, including all

services within the Appoosto ecosystem.

This means that AppooBOT can interact with

other apps and perform a wide range of

activities such as bookings, orders, purchases,

and accepting payments.



This integration provides a seamless and

streamlined user experience, allowing

users to perform actions directly from the

chat with AppooBOT.

Thanks to personalized training and

integration with this API manager,

AppooBOT becomes a multifaceted and

versatile corporate assistant.



It helps businesses automate a range of 

daily tasks, reducing manual efforts and 

enhancing efficiency.

For example, AppooBOT can:

• Manage reservation requests,

• Process orders for products or 

services,

• Accept payments through integrated 

payment methods

And much more...



Furthermore, AppooBOT is capable of 

learning and improving over time through 

the use of machine learning techniques.

This means that it can adapt to new 

information and enhance its responses 

over time, providing an increasingly 

efficient and personalized service to 

customers.



In summary, AppooBOT is a virtual avatar based on an open-source artificial 

intelligence model, trained with specific company data.

Its integration with the MEGA API manager allows linking conversations to 

other apps and services, enabling AppooBOT to perform a wide range of 

activities, from handling reservations to accepting payments.

This makes it a COMPLETE and highly 

CUSTOMIZABLE corporate assistant, 

capable of simplifying interactions 

between the company and its customers.



Unique Setup

with 10 Logic Blocks

149,00 €

Upgrade

In additionpackages of5logic blocks

59,00 €

AVATAR 39,00 €

AVATAR + LIVE CHAT 59,00 €

AVATAR + LIVE CHAT 

+LINK APP

89,00 €

BOT ACCESS MODULES

*all prices are exclusive of 

VAT



IN SUMMARY

APPÒÓBOT IS A 
VIRTUAL AVATAR 

BASED ON AI 
LLAMA

THE BUSINESS 

AUTOMATION

HAS ARRIVED

THE TOOLS 
AVAILABLE 
ARE MANY 

AND VARIED.
THIS CREATES 
CONFUSION

APPÓBOT IS TRAINED

WITH COMPANY-SPECIFIC 

DATA OF THE COMPANY AND 

SIMPLIFIES THE INTERACTION 

BETWEEN THE COMPANY

AND ITS CUSTOMERS

APPÒÓBOT CAN HELP 

BUSINESSESTO 

AUTOMATE A NUMBER OF 

DAILY TASKS BY REDUCING 

MANUAL EFFORTS AND 

IMPROVING EFFICIENCY


